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Abstract

Miscommunication phenomena such as repair in dialogue are important indicators of the quality of
communication. Automatic detection is therefore a key step toward tools that can characterize commu-
nication quality and thus help in applications from call center management to mental health monitor-
ing. However, most existing computational linguistic approaches to these phenomena are unsuitable
for general use in this way, and particularly for analyzing human–human dialogue: Although models
of other-repair are common in human-computer dialogue systems, they tend to focus on specific phe-
nomena (e.g., repair initiation by systems), missing the range of repair and repair initiation forms used
by humans; and while self-repair models for speech recognition and understanding are advanced, they
tend to focus on removal of “disfluent” material important for full understanding of the discourse con-
tribution, and/or rely on domain-specific knowledge. We explain the requirements for more satisfac-
tory models, including incrementality of processing and robustness to sparsity. We then describe
models for self- and other-repair detection that meet these requirements (for the former, an adaptation
of an existing repair model; for the latter, an adaptation of standard techniques) and investigate how
they perform on datasets from a range of dialogue genres and domains, with promising results.
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1. Repair phenomena

One of the primary strategies by which interaction participants achieve and maintain

shared understanding is repair: a set of strategies for highlighting and/or resolving

instances of miscommunication or potential miscommunication. Not only are repair phe-

nomena pervasive in conversation, and highly systematic, but their presence can reveal

much about quality of communication, interaction, and the participants themselves. A

speaker can repair her own utterance, to adjust or clarify her talk (self-repair); this can

be performed as the utterance is produced (example (1)), or later in a subsequent utter-

ance (2). (In examples throughout, we show the antecedent (the material to be repaired)

underlined and the repair itself in bold.) These self-initiated examples reflect how hard

speakers work on a turn-by-turn level to produce and fine-tune talk that is understandable

to their specific conversational partner:

(1)1 Deb: Kin you wait till we get home? We’ll be home in five minutes.

Anne: Ev//en less th’n that.

Naomi: But c’d we– c’d I stay u:p?

(2)2 L: I read a very interesting story today,

M: uhm, what’s that.

L: w’ll not today, maybe yesterday, aw who knows when, huh, it’s called Dragon Stew.

However, a speaker can also repair another’s utterance (3) or signal misunderstanding

in order to elicit repair from the original speaker (4). These other-initiated examples

(which we jointly term other-repair here) reflect how much effort speakers make to clar-

ify understanding and address misunderstanding, in order to reach shared understanding:

(3)3 Anon 3: Last year I was fifteen for the third time round.

Grace: Yeah. <laugh> Fifteen for the first time round.

Anon 3: Third.
Grace: Third time round.

Anon 3: Third time round.

(4)4 Sarah: Leon, Leon, sorry she’s taken.

Leon: Who?
Sarah: Cath Long, she’s spoken for.

Self-repairs are conventionally regarded as symptomatic of problems with communica-

tion on the part of the speaker, caused by self-monitoring or production issues (Bard,

Lickley, & Aylett, 2001; Levelt, 1983). However, they are often associated with more

interactive aspects of dialogue—many occur as we tailor our talk for specific addressees,

or as a direct result of feedback from our interlocutors (Goodwin, 1979). There is also

evidence that they do not just indicate miscommunication but contribute to improving the

effectiveness of interaction. For example, the presence of self-repairs can aid referential

success (Brennan & Schober, 2001), affect grammaticality judgments (Ferreira, Lau, &
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Bailey, 2004) while leaving repaired material available for processing, and increase the

frequency of backchannel responses by which listeners indicate their continued attention

and understanding (Healey, Lavelle, Howes, Battersby, & McCabe, 2013). Other-repair,

too, despite the conventional view that it indicates negative aspects of miscommunication,

has been shown to play a key role in semantic coordination (Mills & Healey, 2006), with

evidence that increased levels of other-repair can improve task performance and speed up

convergence on ways of referring (Mills, 2013).

Repair occurs across languages: Cross-linguistic studies have shown that other initia-

tion of repair is a standard function of questions, although the frequency of this can vary

(see Stivers & Enfield, 2010, and others in that volume), and that many languages share

the same repair mechanisms (Dingemanse et al., 2015) and even the surface form of the

basic repair initiator “Huh?” (Dingemanse, Torreira, & Enfield, 2013). Rates of repair

vary with a startling variety of factors, though; for example, different domains and dia-

logue roles (Colman & Healey, 2011), modalities (Oviatt, 1995), dialogue moves (Lick-

ley, 2001), and gender and age groups (Bortfeld, Leon, Bloom, Schober, & Brennan,

2001). This is particularly well illustrated in the psychiatric domain, where aspects of

doctor-patient communication are known to be associated with patient outcomes, in par-

ticular patient satisfaction, treatment adherence, and health status (Ong, De Haes, Hoos,

& Lammes, 1995), and studies specifically investigating repair show associations between

repair and factors of clinical significance. Lake, Humphreys, and Cardy (2011) found that

participants on the autistic spectrum revised their speech less often than controls and used

fewer filled pauses. For patients with schizophrenia, different rates of repair have been

linked to assessments of the therapeutic relationship (McCabe, 2008), to specific types of

symptoms such as verbal hallucinations (Leudar, Thomas, & Johnston, 1992), to difficul-

ties with turn-taking that increase patient’s social exclusion (Howes, Lavelle, Healey,

Hough, & McCabe, 2017) and to likelihood of a patient’s future adherence to their treat-

ment (McCabe et al., 2013) with both self- and other-repair playing a significant role.

Detecting and characterizing both self- and other-repair can therefore give useful infor-

mation about the interactive processes which drive dialogue, the participants involved,

and the quality of their interaction—see, for example, Healey, Colman, and Thirlwell

(2005), who propose a repair-based approach to indexing coordination in dialogue. How-

ever, approaches of this kind have so far relied on time-consuming manual annotation.

The ability to automatically quantify repair would therefore open a new opportunity for

large scale (potentially real-time) dialogue analysis.

Existing computational models, however, have focused either on production mecha-

nisms or on the needs of human–computer dialogue systems, rather than those of analyz-

ing human–human conversation. In the human-computer setting, the ability to deal

smoothly with human input containing self-repair has long been recognized (see e.g.,

Johnson & Charniak, 2004), as has the need for systems to perform repair initiation when

confidence in automatic speech recognition (ASR) or understanding is low (e.g., San-

Segundo, Montero, Ferreiros, C�ordoba, & Pardo, 2001); some recent systems can also

perform self-repair in their own output when available information changes (Skantze &

Hjalmarsson, 2010). However, current techniques are limited in their abilities (see next
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section); and recognition of repair initiation by users has received very little attention. As

examples like (5) (from a real system prototyping session) show, though, the lack of this

ability leads to errors if users try to initiate repair as usual:

(5)5 Sys: Go East on Miranda Ave

Usr: what is the next turn

Sys: Make sharp right on Arastradero Rd

Usr: what road
Sys: Im sorry, I do not understand what you mean by: what road. Please try rephrasing that.

Usr: what road do i turn on
Sys: I m sorry, I do not understand what you mean by: what road do i turn on. Please try rephrasing that.

Usr: what road do i turn on and where is alma street from there

Sys: Did you want to plan a route from there?

The ability to automatically detect repairs is therefore important not only to provide

tools for human–human interaction analysis (with potential applications including medical

diagnosis and treatment monitoring), but also to improve human–computer dialogue sys-

tems as user behavior becomes more natural. Here, we investigate models for self- and

other-repair detection, and test how well they generalize between domains, with particular

interest in the clinical domain.

2. Requirements and existing models

2.1. Types of repair

In the conversation analysis (CA) literature (e.g., Schegloff et al., 1977), repair has

long been a key subject of study, and it is characterized in terms of who initiates the

(need for) repair (oneself or another), who completes the repair (self or other), and in

what position the repair is completed. Cases such as example (1) above, in which a

speaker repairs her own utterance in the course of producing it, are thus termed position
one self-initiated self-repair (P1SISR); repairing one’s own antecedent utterance follow-

ing an interlocutor’s utterance, as in (2), a position three self-initiated self-repair
(P3SISR). An adjacent repair of another speaker’s utterance, as in (3), is a position two
other-initiated other repair (P2OIOR), and a clarification request as in (4) is a position
two next turn repair initiator (P2NTRI). If the original speaker is then prompted to repair

her problematic antecedent, as in the final utterance in each of (4), (6)–(9), this consti-

tutes position three other-initiated self repair (P3OISR).
Colman and Healey (2011) show that by far the most common of these (more frequent

than all other repair types combined), in both general conversation and task-oriented dia-

logue, is P1SISR self-repair (which is further subcategorized as articulation and reformu-

lation), in line with CA’s observations on the preference for self-repair in conversation

(Schegloff et al., 1977). P2NTRI other-repair initiation is the next most common, and

much more so than direct repair in that position (P2OIOR); responses to those in the form
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of P3OISR come next, with other types much less frequent. We therefore focus here on

the most common forms of self- and other-repair (P1SISR, P2NTRI), noting also that

McCabe et al. (2013) identify these as major informative factors in their predictive clini-

cal model.

Even these categories, however, can take a variety of surface forms. P2NTRIs (or clar-
ification requests (CRs), see e.g., Ginzburg & Cooper, 2004) can appear not only as wh-
words as in (4), but short fragments (6), longer reprises or echoes (but not necessarily

verbatim) (7), and more explicit or conventional indicators (8)–(9) (Purver, Ginzburg, &
Healey, 2003):

(6)6 Lara: There’s only two people in the class.

Matthew: Two people?
Unknown: For cookery, yeah.

(7)7 Anon 5: Oh he’s started this other job

Margaret: Oh he’s started it?
Anon 5: Well, he he <pause> he works like the clappers he does!

(8)8 Cassie: You did get off with him?

Catherine: Twice, but it was totally non-existent kissing so

Cassie: What do you mean?
Catherine: I was sort of falling asleep.

(9)9 Anon 2: Gone to the cinema tonight or summat.

Kitty: Eh?
Anon 2: Gone to the cinema

2.2. Manual analysis and annotation

Healey et al. (2005) present a protocol for coding repair in interaction which identi-

fies the different CA types of repair described above. Reliability of the protocol was

shown to be encouraging—in an exercise re-coding a corpus of examples from the CA

literature, 75% were assigned the same category as in the original—although detection

agreement rates were not reported. Many more general annotation schemes for dialogue

acts or utterance functions include repair initiation as a category (e.g., Jurafsky, Shri-

berg, & Biasca, 1997; Stivers & Enfield, 2010). Some use more fine-grained categoriza-

tions: P2NTRI repair initiators have been subcategorized according to various aspects

of syntactic form, semantic structure, and pragmatic level of intention (see e.g., Purver

et al., 2003; Rodr�ıguez & Schlangen, 2004). All such efforts we are aware of treat

complete utterances or speaker turns as the candidate units for annotation: Other-repair

is by its nature a between-speaker phenomenon and therefore is naturally bounded by

speaker changes.

Self-repair, on the other hand, can begin and end within a single speaker turn, so

P1SISRs are often characterized using a word-level structural schema (Shriberg, 1994):
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(10) John and Bill
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

original utterance

[like
|ffl{zffl}

reparandum

þ fuhg
|ffl{zffl}

interregnum

love]
|ffl{zffl}

repair

Mary
|ffl{zffl}

continuation

This structure affords three principal subtypes of self-repairs: repetitions, substitutions,
and deletions. Repetitions (“articulations” in CA terms) have identical reparandum and

repair phases; substitutions have a repair phase that differs from its reparandum phase

lexically but is clearly substitutive of it; and deletions have no obvious repair phase that

is substitutive of their reparandum, with utterance-initial deletions often termed restarts
(both substitutions and deletions are “reformulations” in CA). Despite the information

such an approach provides, inter-annotator agreement is often low, and the consideration

of gradient boundaries between categories may be more useful in some cases (Hough &

Purver, 2013). Presence of a repair (or repair initiator) alone is agreed upon more often

than structure or specific category.

Formal linguistic analyses of some repair mechanisms have been given, with some

offering a unified treatment of self- and other-repair (e.g., Ginzburg, Fern�andez, & Sch-

langen, 2007); the differences in their form have so far kept annotation and computational

approaches separate, though, and we maintain that distinction here.

2.3. Requirements for models of repair

These repair phenomena illustrate how dialogue participants manage and resolve (po-

tential) misunderstandings as they arise, through and within interaction. For any computa-

tional model that hopes to capture them, whether in order to analyze human–human

conversation or produce a human-like dialogue system, this imposes several fairly chal-

lenging requirements; and few existing computational models meet these requirements

with any degree of generality.

2.3.1. Parallelism with context
While both self- and other-repair models can take many forms (1)–(9), all involve a

reference to the antecedent material in context; ascribing a semantic interpretation must

therefore require a model of this context (see, e.g., Purver et al., 2003). Even if detection,

rather than full interpretation, is the focus, many forms (e.g., the very common reprise

NTRI forms in (4), (6)) can only be interpreted by detecting this reference via some form

of similarity or parallelism with the antecedent; while many self-repair models are based

on this, most other-repair models are not. This must go beyond simple lexical or syntactic

repetition: Some cases exploit similarities that are semantic (11), phonological (12) or

even orthographic (13) and might be understood by one participant but not intended by

the other (13):

(11)10 Dr: Are you suspicious are you suspicious of people

P: Suspicious

Dr: Paranoid

P: Jealous
Dr: Jealous yeah
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(12)11 Dr: Paroxitine

P: Fluoxitine
Dr: Ah Fluoxitine

(13)12 Usr: how long

Wiz: dave’s house is six minutes away

Usr: was that one six or six zero minutes
Wiz: six minutes away

2.3.2. Incrementality
Repair phenomena are inherently incremental: Both self- and other-repair often occur

mid-utterance with little regard to conventional notions of grammatical constituency or

completeness (Howes, Purver, Healey, Mills, & Gregoromichelaki, 2011)—see (14).

Detection models must be able to operate over incomplete utterances; in the case of

human–computer dialogue systems, reacting suitably as soon as is appropriate.

(14)13 A: And er they X-rayed me, and took a urine sample, took a blood sample. Er, the doctor

B: Chorlton?
A: Chorlton, mhm, he examined me, erm, he, he said now they were on about a slide

<unclear> on my heart.

A model for other-repair detection can rely on speaker changes to indicate potential

repair points, but it must be able to handle incomplete context and antecedent material. A

self-repair detection model, however, must operate incrementally at a finer-grained level,

considering individual words and even partial words.

2.3.3. Monotonicity
Another key requirement that stems from the incrementality of language processing is

that the reparandum must be kept available for future processing. Psycholinguistic

evidence shows that people do not discard repaired material (Brennan & Schober, 2001;

Ferreira et al., 2004), and a model of context cannot therefore remove or overwrite ante-

cedents, which can be anaphorically referred to (15), or crucial in the final interpretation

of the utterance (16) (see Hough & Purver, 2012).

(15)14 Nancy: Um The interview was, it was alright

(16)15 A: Peter went swimming with Susan, or rather surfing, yesterday

2.3.4. Robustness to sparsity
Repair phenomena can be sparse. This is particularly clear for other-repair: P2NTRIs

typically make up only 3–6% of utterances (3–4% [Purver et al., 2003], 5.8% [Rodr�ıguez
& Schlangen, 2004], 5.1% [Rieser & Moore, 2005]). However, in some domains, rates

can be much lower: in the clinical dialogue domain of interest here, rates of P2NTRIs in

patient speech can be as low as 0.8% (McCabe et al., 2013). Self-repair is, on the face of
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it, much more common, with 16–24% of utterances in general conversation containing a

P1SISR (Hough, 2015); however, the proportion of words which begin a P1SISR is low

(3.7–5.3%, Hough, 2015; Hough & Purver, 2013). As P1SISR is a within-utterance phe-

nomenon, in which any word could potentially begin a repair, the sparsity problem is

therefore still very real.

2.4. Computational models

Despite progress in psycholinguistic modeling of production problems, most notably

by Levelt (1983, 1989), most practical computational self-repair models have been

designed for use in ASR and dialogue systems; while detection accuracy can be high,

most take an approach of “cleaning” speech of disfluent elements. This means they gener-

ally remove reparanda (antecedents), operate non-incrementally, and rely on relatively

domain-specific dependency parsing rather than more general parallelism (e.g., Honnibal

& Johnson, 2014; Rasooli & Tetreault, 2014)—thus failing to meet our requirements

above. Some recent systems are incremental and use more general statistical language

model information (Zwarts, Johnson, & Dale, 2010), but they still focus on removing

antecedent material, not meeting our monotonicity requirement. They also generally use

cleaned-up data with cut-off words removed. In contrast, the model we use below (STIR,

Hough & Purver, 2014) meets all our incremental, domain-general, context-maintaining

requirements and here we adapt it to handle cut-off words.

Computational models of other-repair initiation have generally focused on production,

allowing systems to clarify errorful ASR input. Naturalness is typically limited (see (17),

from the Let’s Go! system; Raux, Langner, Black, & Eskenazi, 2005), although recent

developments permit more natural, targeted NTRIs where uncertainty can be localized

(18) (Stoyanchev, Liu, & Hirschberg, 2014):

(17)16 U: When’s the next bus to Wood Street?

S: Sorry, I didn’t understand that. Please repeat.
. . .

U: When’s the next bus to Wood Street?

S: Going to WOOD STREET. Did I get that right?
U: Yes.

(18)17 U: Do you have anything other than these [XXX] plans

S: Which plans? / Anything other than what?

On the interpretation side, attention has been given to user correction (see, e.g.,

Kitaoka, Kakutani, & Nakagawa, 2005; Lemon & Gruenstein, 2004; Litman, Hirschberg,

& Swerts, 2006). When users notice system errors, they produce P2OIOR repairs, often

using characteristic syntactic and prosodic forms (e.g., repetition with hyperarticulation)

which then cause further misrecognition problems. Detection of corrections can therefore

aid error recovery, and accuracies can be good (Kitaoka et al. [2005] report c. 90% F-
scores, although Litman et al. [2006] only 72% on different data, and Lopes et al. [2015]

similar levels on a specific sub-task, repetition detection).
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Recent approaches use general learning frameworks to induce these functionalities

from data (see e.g., Young, Ga�si�c, Thomson, & Williams, 2013), but they do this by

learning the optimal action for systems to take in a given context; this does not therefore

directly generalize to detecting clarification by human users. While strategies for respond-

ing to user NTRIs could certainly be learned in principle, we are not aware of current

implementations; and these would not be suited to third-party analysis, being dependent

on system interaction in the dialogue.

Dialogue act tagging tools, on the other hand, are designed for third-party analysis;

however, they tend to be optimized for general overall accuracy, leading to relatively

poor results for sparser classes, including repair and repair initiation. Much work does

not attempt to classify these sparse classes (e.g., Stolcke et al., 2000); where results are

given, accuracies are poor. Surendran and Levow (2006) report 43% F-scores on their

P2NTRI category (check, 8% of turns in their dataset) and only 19% for P3OISRs

(clarify, 4% of turns); Schlangen (2005) reports 30–40% F-scores on similar classes.

Fern�andez, Ginzburg, and Lappin (2007) report good accuracies but only for a restricted

sub-type of P2NTRIs (elliptical noun phrase fragments).

Below, we outline and test our own approach to general detection of repair and repair

initiation, suitable for human-human as well as human-computer data and compatible

with the requirements outlined above.

3. Materials

3.1. Corpora

3.1.1. Switchboard (SWBD)
Our first corpus is one commonly used for testing computational self-repair models

and dialogue act taggers. The Switchboard corpus (Godfrey, Holliman, & McDaniel,

1992) consists of approximately 2,400 dyadic telephone conversations between American

participants unfamiliar with one another, on topics assigned from a pre-determined list.

For other-repair, we use the Dialogue Act version of Switchboard (Jurafsky et al., 1997),

with 1,155 dialogues totalling over 120,000 utterances and nearly 1.5m words. For self-

repair, we use the disfluency-tagged portion of Switchboard (Meteer, Taylor, MacIntyre,

& Iyer, 1995), with 650 conversations of duration 1.5–10 min (average around 6.5 min),

with a standard division into train, heldout, and test sections (see Hough & Purver, 2014;

Johnson & Charniak, 2004).

3.1.2. British National Corpus (BNC-CH, BNC-PGH)
We also investigate how well our methods generalize to more open-domain and multi-

party conversation. The BNC-CH corpus (Colman & Healey, 2011) is a subset of the

demographic portion (transcribed spontaneous natural conversations made by members of

the public) of the British National Corpus (BNC; Burnard, 2000). It contains 31 dialogues

annotated for self- and other-repair, with 1,933 utterances, 14,034 words produced by 41
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people. The BNC-PGH corpus (Purver et al., 2003) is a different, larger subset (c.

150,000 words) containing sections from 56 dialogues, including specific contexts (e.g.,

doctor-patient conversations) as well as demographic data, and annotated only for other-

repair initiation (in their terminology, clarification requests).

3.1.3. Psychiatric consultation corpus (PCC)
To test applicability to a clinical domain, we use a corpus from a study investigating

clinical encounters in psychosis (McCabe et al., 2013): transcripts from 51 outpatient

consultations of patients with schizophrenia and their psychiatrist, including 51 different

patients and 17 psychiatrists. Consultation length varies from only 709 words (c. 5 min)

to 8,526 (nearly an hour), with mean length of 3,500 words.

3.1.4. Map Task Corpus (MAPTASK)
To further investigate robustness to change in dialogue style, genre, and domain, we

also use the HCRC Map Task Corpus (Anderson et al., 1991), with 128 two-person dia-

logues containing 18,964 turns with c. 150,000 words. These conversations concern a

very specific task: guiding an interlocutor around a map whose features may not appear

identical to the two parties.

3.2. Annotation

SWBD’s disfluency annotations include filled pauses, discourse markers, and edit

terms, all with standardized spelling (e.g., consistent “uh” and “uh-huh” orthography).

P1SISRs are bracketed with the structure in (10), with reparandum, interregnum, and

repair phases marked. Restart repairs (utterance-initial deletions) are coded as two sepa-

rate units and not in fact annotated as repairs. In the dialogue act corpus, P2NTRIs are

tagged as signal-non-understanding (br); Jurafsky et al. (1997) report overall inter-

annotator agreement of 80% kappa, although figures specifically for this tag are not

given. For the BNC-CH and PCC, each transcript is hand-annotated for both self- and

other-repair using Healey et al. (2005)’s protocol discussed above. Colman and Healey

(2011) and McCabe et al. (2013) report inter-annotator agreement of c. 75% kappa.

BNC-PGH is annotated only for other-repair initiation P2NTRIs (Purver et al., 2003

report 75–95% kappa); MAPTASK similarly provides information on P2NTRIs (via

check tags) but not self-repair.

SWBD, BNC, and MAPTASK provide gold-standard part-of-speech (POS) tags; we

tagged the PCC using the Stanford POS tagger (Toutanova, Klein, Manning, & Singer,

2003). This is trained on written text; application to spoken dialogue has shown c. 10%

error rates (Mieskes & Strube, 2006). Here, however, we are not concerned with POS

labels per se, but in the parallelism between POS sequences—as errors are likely to be

fairly consistent (dependent on transcription spelling or spoken dialogue idiosyncracies),

we take this as sufficient for our purposes.
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4. Detecting other-repair

In order to detect NTRIs, we define a set of turn-level features that could be extracted

from transcripts automatically and that encode either specific NTRI characteristics (e.g.,

presence of clarificational words like “pardon”) or more general parallelism features

between the turn to be classified and the previous turn by other and same speaker. (This

assumes antecedents of clarification are in the immediately preceding turn; Purver et al.

[2003] found this to cover 85% of cases.) We then train a standard supervised discrimina-

tive classifier using these features to detect NTRI turns.

This approach meets all our requirements. The notion of incrementality here is at the

level of speaker turns: we therefore use only information from current and previous turns

so that a classification decision can be made immediately (although subsequent turns can

certainly contain useful information). Parallelism with context was captured by designing

suitable features: lexical parallelism via simple word string matching; syntactic paral-

lelism by matching part-of-speech tags; and semantic parallelism via neural network mod-

els of word similarity.

Sparsity varies considerably between datasets: While 11% of MAPTASK utterances

are NTRIs, this drops to 4% in the two BNC datasets, 1% in PCC, and only 0.2% in

SWBD. To deal with this, we trained the classifier with a weighted cost function, weight-

ing errors on true positive examples more than those on negative ones.

Full details of feature calculation and classifier implementation are in the Supplemen-

tary Material; the full set of features is shown here in Table 1.

4.1. Results

We test this approach on each of our datasets using 10-fold cross-validation (see Sup-

plementary Material for full details); results are shown in Table 2. Performance is shown

Table 1

Turn-level features for NTRI detection

Measure Description

NumWords Number of words in turn

OpenClassRepair Number of Open Class Repair Initiator words (e.g., pardon, huh)
WhWords Number of wh-words (e.g., what, who, when)
Backchannel Number of backchannels (e.g., uh-huh, yeah)
FillerWords Number of fillers (e.g., er, um)
MarkedPauses Number of pauses transcribed

OverlapAny Number of portions of overlapping talk

OverlapAll Entirely overlapping another turn

RepeatedWords Number of words repeated from preceding turn

RepeatedPos Number of PoS-tags repeated from preceding turn

W2vSim Cosine similarity with preceding turn (word2vec; Mikolov, Yih, & Zweig, 2013)

TeaSim Cosine similarity with preceding turn (Turian, Ratinov, & Bengio, 2010)
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against two baselines: always predicting the NTRI class, and using a one-rule classifier

with the most helpful single feature. We show performance using our general NTRI and

parallelism features (“high-level” features in Table 2), and using all observed unigrams

(unique single words, “all” in Table 2). This latter approach illustrates the performance

achievable with specific lexical information, but it is likely to be highly dataset- and

domain-dependent and susceptible to over-fitting, so we treat it as an indicative “ceiling”

rather than a suggested robust approach. We also show the performance achieved by

Howes, Purver, McCabe, Healey, and Lavelle (2012) on patient-only NTRIs within the

PCC dataset, for comparison.

Our primary evaluation metrics are F-score (the harmonic mean of precision and

recall) for the class of interest (NTRIs), and the area under the precision-recall curve

(AUC-PRC): As our weighted classifiers can be adjusted to trade precision against recall,

this AUC metric is more informative than F-score alone; and the F-score we show is for

the point where precision and recall are balanced. We also show the more familiar recei-

ver-operator curve area (AUC-ROC), although it is less suitable for unbalanced data, as it

underestimates the effect of poor performance on the sparser (and here, more interesting)

class (see Saito & Rehmsmeier, 2015).

Table 2

NTRI detection: precision, recall, F-score, and area under curve (AUC) metrics for NTRI utterances, using

10-fold cross-validation. We show AUC for the precision-recall curve for NTRIs (AUC-PRC) as well as the

more usual receiver-operator curve (AUC-ROC); AUC-PRC is more informative with unbalanced data.

Corpus Features P R F AUC-PRC AUC-ROC

PCC patient OCRProportion .86 .23 .36 — —
PCC patient High-level .43 .41 .41 — —
PCC patient All .45 .44 .44 — —
PCC all (baseline) .01 1.0 .03 .01 .50

PCC all qMarkProportion .65 .14 .24 .11 .57

PCC all High-level .44 .43 .44 .40 .90

PCC all All .46 .47 .46 .43 .73

BNC-CH (baseline) .04 1.0 .08 .04 .49

BNC-CH qMarkProportion .62 .31 .41 .22 .65

BNC-CH High-level .55 .55 .55 .52 .90

BNC-CH All .57 .62 .60 .61 .80

BNC-PGH (baseline) .04 1.0 .08 .04 .50

BNC-PGH OCRProportion .70 .09 .16 .10 .55

BNC-PGH High-level .52 .53 .52 .51 .92

BNC-PGH All .61 .52 .56 .56 .75

MapTask (baseline) .11 1.0 .20 .11 .50

MapTask TeaSimSum .29 .03 .06 .12 .51

MapTask High-level .38 .38 .38 .34 .81

MapTask All .41 .63 .50 .55 .76

Switchboard (baseline) .002 1.0 .005 .002 .50

Switchboard OCRProportion 0 0 0 0 .50

Switchboard High-level .54 .52 .53 .50 .98

Switchboard All .52 .60 .56 .58 .80
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Performance varies with the nature of the dataset: with the open-domain BNC, perfor-

mances are fairly good with F-scores of 52–55% (AUC-PRC 0.51–0.52); in the more

domain-specific clinical PCC, F-scores drop below 50%; and in MAPTASK even further

to 38%. (Note that baseline F-scores with such unbalanced data are low, with AUC-PRC

scores all below 0.22.) Encouragingly, the approach seems fairly robust to sparsity itself,

with reasonable performance in both the PCC and more open-domain (but telephone-

based) SWBD, where NTRIs make up only 1.3% and 0.2% of utterances, respectively

(the lowest performance is in the least sparse data [MAPTASK], in fact).

In most datasets, the general high-level features transfer well across domains, with per-

formance similar to the specific unigram features; the exception is MAPTASK and (to a

lesser degree) SWBD, suggesting the presence of more domain-specific and/or variable

repair mechanisms in those settings. We investigate the most predictive features (by

selecting based on information gain); details and feature lists are in the Supplementary

Material (Table 6). The most informative are usually the simpler features (interrogative

features such as wh-words and question marks; repair keywords; utterance length).

Semantic parallelism features (word vector-based similarities) then feature strongly,

mixed with the lexical and POS repetition features. However, removing these semantic

parallelism features makes little difference to performance: while AUC-PRC tends to

drop, indicating less robust performance, the drop is small (1–2%), and the point F-scores
do not change; this suggests that the vector-based features capture little information

beyond the simpler symbolic ones. Best features for the worst-performing dataset (MAP-

TASK) are noticeably different, again suggesting different repair mechanisms, with

backchannel keywords and repetition seeming to play a stronger role, and wh-words not

being useful.

4.1.1. Error analysis
To investigate the limitations and common sources of error, we trained and tested a

version on the same full dataset (BNC-PGH), thus giving an upper bound to performance

using this feature set. Performance improved only slightly (F = 0.54, vs. 0.52 using

cross-validation), showing that significant limitations exist, and qualitative manual inspec-

tion of the errors revealed some common sources of these. NTRI cue words, wh-words,

short questions (cued by transcribed question marks), and repetition are all strong

indicators, leading to many true positives (19), but they are the main cause of false posi-

tives (20)–(21) (shown bold italic):

(19)18 Unknown: As most of the main towns in Suffolk have reviews every two years are you

contemplating having er those, that sort of interview of erm public hearing.

Guy: Er what every two years sorry?
Unknown: They have traffic management erm reviews every two years.

(20)19 e bust: If it is no I think what we agreed Glynis if it was going to be a stone it could go in the

wall where it could be seen from outside.

g herbert: Oh right yes sorry I beg your pardon.
e bust: But if we were deciding on a brass plaque or something
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(21)20 Neal: <pause> Same thing as as I mentioned before. It all fell out. Bags.

Unknown: <laugh>.
Unknown: <unclear>?
Neal: Yes, certainly. She’d got all the clothes she’d ever had.

Omission of question marks in transcription can therefore also cause false negatives.

Other false negatives give more interesting insight about what our features fail to capture.

In some cases, the key parallelism is not captured by simple sequence and vector-similar-

ity approaches (22); even more challenging are examples with no explicit parallel ele-

ments, for example, P2NTRIs, which offer elaborating material (23) or possible

continuations (24) (in what Purver et al. [2003] call gap filler CRs).

(22)21 Anon 1: Four.

Malcolm: Yep.

Anon 1: Six. Nine.

Malcolm: <tut> How many ?
Anon 1: <unclear> <pause> Nine.

Malcolm: Nine.

(23)22 e bust: Have have you found out any more the cost Harry of this?

h rickett: Yeah for a stone that is ?
e bust: Yes.

(24)23 e bust: Ruby <unclear> she’ll have she’ll have some children though because I mean they’re

somewhere down in . . .
d kemp: <unclear>
e bust: they’re somewhere down in Gillingham down in . . .
d kemp: Kent
e bust: Yeah they’re down in Kent.

5. Detecting self-repair

For self-repair detection we use STIR (“STrongly Incremental Repair detection”)

(Hough & Purver, 2014).24 STIR takes a local, incremental approach, detecting the struc-

ture in (10) and isolated edit terms (such as “uh,” “um” and “you know”), assigning

appropriate structural labels—see Fig. 1. While sparsity is handled similarly to our other-

“John” “likes”

rmstart rmend

“uh”

ed

“loves”

rpstart rpsub
end

“Mary”

S 0 S 1

S 2

rmstart

rmend
S 3

ed

S 4

rpstart

rpsub
end

S 5

Fig. 1. STrongly Incremental Repair detection (STIR); application to the utterance “John likes, uh, loves

Mary,” with incoming words and STIR’s output tags at top.
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repair experiments, we now generalize the approach to parallelism: Instead of using

specific syntactic or semantic knowledge from POS taggers or word vectors, STIR uses a

range of information-theoretic measures to capture parallelism in a more general fashion.

The notion of incrementality is also different, as a fully word-by-word approach is

required (as discussed above).

Rather than detecting the repair structure in its left-to-right string order, detection

consists of four time-steps as words are encountered: STIR first detects edit terms

(possibly interregna) at step T1; then repair onsets rpstart at T2; if one is found, it

searches backwards to find the reparandum start rmstart at T3; then finally finds the

repair end rpend at T4. Step T1 relies mainly on lexical probabilities; T2 exploits fea-

tures of divergence from “fluent” language; T3 uses fluency of utterances without the

hypothesized reparanda, and parallelism between repair and reparandum; and T4 the

similarity between distributions after reparandum and repair end points (indicated by

the dotted edge between S3 and S4 in Fig. 1). Each stage implements these insights

via multiple related features in a statistical classifier, and the four stages are

connected together in a pipeline (Fig. 2). The output is a graph-like structure (Fig. 1).

STIR has previously been applied to SWBD; here, we investigate its transfer to our

other datasets, and the nature of its errors, while updating it to handle cut-off words.

5.1. Classifiers and features

Each individual classifier has its own error function, allowing trade-off of immediate

accuracy, run-time and stability, and balance in the face of sparsity. Each classifier also

uses its own specific combination of features, but all are derived from basic informa-

tion-theoretic measures from n-gram language models (LMs). N-gram LMs are easily

applied incrementally, require no commitment to any particular grammar formalism,

and can be extended to model levels other than the purely lexical, for example, gram-

maticality judgements (Clark, Giorgolo, & Lappin, 2013). We train our LMs on the

standard Switchboard training data, following Johnson and Charniak (2004) by cleaning

the data of all edit terms and reparanda, to approximate a “fluent” LM. We train two

such models, one for words and one for POS tags;25 this allows us to derive features

giving syntactic as well as lexical information, both by using POS tags directly and via

Clark et al. (2013)’s weighted mean log (WML) measures which factor out lexical prob-

ability to approximate syntactic plausibility. From these basic LMs we then derive fea-

tures that characterize (dis)fluency, via probability and surprisal for observed words;

uncertainty in a context, via the entropy of possible continuations, and increases and

reductions therein; and similarity or parallelism between contexts, via the Kullback–Lei-
bler (KL) divergence between distributions. We handle partial words within the LM

scoring itself, assigning penalties when partial words are encountered. Full details of

feature calculation and classifier implementation are given in the Supplementary Mate-

rial; we give a brief overview here.
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5.1.1. Edit term detection
The first classifier uses the word surprisal slex from a specific edit word bigram LM

(edit words will have high probability and therefore lower slex), and the trigram surprisal

s and syntactic fluency WML from the standard fluent LMs described above (the intuition

here being that general fluency will seem lower for trigrams containing an edit term).

This also helps interregnum recognition, due to the inclusion of interregnum vocabulary

within edit term vocabulary (Hough & Purver, 2013), and provides a useful feature for

repair detection in subsequent steps (Hough & Purver, 2014; Lease, Johnson, & Charniak,

2006).

5.1.2. Repair start detection
The second step to detect rpstart is arguably the most crucial component: The greater

its accuracy, the better the input for downstream components and the lesser the overhead

of filtering false positives required. This classifier uses a combination of simple alignment

features (e.g., whether a word is identical to a predecessor) and a series of features

describing local changes in LM fluency. Fig. 3 shows the main intuition: that repair

onsets correspond to troughs in lexical and syntactic probability measures (in Fig. 3,

WMLlex).

5.1.3. Reparandum start detection
We now detect rmstart positions given a hypothesized rpstart, using two main intuitions.

First, we use the noisy channel intuition of Johnson and Charniak (2004) that removing

the reparandum (from rmstart to rpstart) increases fluency of the utterance (captured via

WML features), while removing non-reparandum words decreases it. Second, we can mea-

sure parallelism between rpstart and rmstart, via the KL divergence between their LM dis-

tributions.

5.1.4. Repair end detection and structure classification: Finally, detection of rpend and

the final structure of the repair exploits the notion of parallelism. This can be measured

as divergence between the conditional probability distributions hlex at the reparandum-

final word rmend and the repair-final word rpend: for repetition repairs, KL divergence will

trivially be 0; for substitutions, it will be higher; for deletes, even higher. It can also be

stack:               

word: 

input
rp 

start 
1 

0 

rm 
start 

rp 
end ed 0 

1 

output

output

Fig. 2. STIR’s pipeline of classifiers
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captured via ReparandumRepairDifference, the difference in probability between an utter-

ance cleaned of the reparandum and the utterance with its repair phase substituting its

reparandum. In the running example from Fig. 1, this would be as in Eq. 1.

Reparandum Repair Differenceð“John [ likes + loves]”Þ ¼
WMLlexð“John loves”Þ �WMLlexð “John likes”Þ ð1Þ

5.2. Results

Hough and Purver (2014) show state-of-the-art performance for incremental self-repair

detection (77.9% accuracy at detecting reparandum words in Switchboard test data); they

removed cut-off words which on average occur every 118 words (0.84% of all words) in

the Switchboard heldout data. Here we test with cut-off words included, a realistic

approach for transcripts and incremental ASR output, and potentially providing further

cues about repair onset. By way of comparison, we also test the performance of Hough

and Schlangen (2015)’s Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)-based disfluency detector.26 In

all cases, we derive LM features from the SWBD training set using 10-fold cross-valida-

tion (full details in the Supplementary Material); we then train and test classifiers using a

standard training/test split for each corpus.

We report accuracy of repair onset detection on a per-utterance level, as that is the

most relevant measure for dialogue-level analysis; we also report the overall Spearman’s

rank correlation of the repair rate (per utterance) between the gold standard transcripts

and STIR’s output. These allow comparison with the PCC and BNC-CH annotations,

which use a different annotation schema from Switchboard (see above) and (for BNC-

Fig. 3. WMLlex values for trigrams for a repaired utterance exhibiting the drop at the repair onset
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CH) do not mark repair onset point. For Switchboard, we also report the standard per-

word reparandum detection result (F rm), in line with previous work—see Table 3. This

per-word evaluation tells us about ability to identify the precise location of repairs,

important for dialogue system development; but the per-utterance figures also give us a

useful, if less precise, metric for practical applications such as the analysis of patient-doc-

tor dialogues.

On Switchboard, accuracy of reparandum word detection reaches 78.1% on the test

set, and per-utterance detection accuracy is 85.0%. The correlation for repair rates is very

high and significant (Spearman’s rank = 0.956). This marginally improves over Hough

and Purver (2014)’s results with partial words removed; and training and testing on the

SWBD data with partial words removed in our experimental setup reduce accuracy even

more, to 76.8%. This shows the potential utility (rather than hindrance) of using partial

words for disfluency detection if adapted appropriately. The RNN model, which is not

adapted for partial words, shows the opposite pattern, dropping from 66.8% to 63.8%

when introducing partial words—see Table 4.

We also test on the out-of-domain PCC and BNC-CH datasets. With PCC, per-utter-

ance detection performance is very encouraging even with no optimization (62.0%), and

correlation of repair rates to the gold standard is also high (Sp. R = 0.805). For BNC-CH,

per-utterance results are far worse (41.7%)—we attribute this to the annotation protocol,

which lacked the exact identification of reparandum and repair phases used in the other

two corpora—however, the correlation of repair rates is still moderately strong (Sp.

Table 3

Self-repair detection: STIR’s per-utterance performance on our corpora in terms of rpstart (repair onset) detec-

tion and the Spearman’s rank correlation between STIR and the annotators’ repair rates (rpstart per utterance)

per speaker (**=p < 0.001). The reparandum word detection accuracy is also given for Switchboard

Corpus Features P R F Correl. F rm

PCC all Words .648 .555 .598 .798** —
PCC all Words + POS .660 .585 .620 .805** —
BNC-CH Words .350 .446 .392 .530** —
BNC-CH Words + POS .397 .438 .417 .583** —
Switchboard Words .910 .758 .827 .962** .749

Switchboard Words + POS .928 .785 .850 .956** .781

Table 4

The effect of partial words: Comparison of STIR’s performance to an RNN disfluency tagger testing on

Switchboard heldout data with and without partial words. STIR improves while the RNN suffers with partial

words

System (evaluation) F rm (word) F rpstart Correl.

RNN (+partial) 0.631 0.751 0.948**

RNN (�partial) 0.668 0.790 0.956**
STIR + POS (+partial) 0.781 0.850 0.956**
STIR + POS (�partial) 0.768 0.833 0.937**
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R = 0.583, p < .001). Table 3 shows that using POS LM features helps detection perfor-

mance in each corpus, particularly boosting correlation score for our most challenging

dataset, BNC-CH (0.583 vs. 0.530); this suggests that syntactic-level information can help

detect repair structures.

5.2.1. Error analysis
The detailed Switchboard annotation format permits a quantitative analysis of the error

distribution, and comparison between STIR and the comparable RNN model. Table 5a

shows the F-score with different combined reparandum and interregnum lengths, where

correct detection is counted if both repair onset and reparandum onset are predicted cor-

rectly. All three systems show reduced performance as length increases. However, reduc-

tion is less for STIR; its explicit backwards search mechanism alleviates the problem of

long-distance dependency, while the RNN relies on internally learned memory structure

and struggles further than five words back from the repair onset. Table 5b shows perfor-

mance for different repair types. Repetitions are the easiest, followed by substitutions,

then deletes; but STIR performs far better on substitutions and deletions than the RNN.

Both of these rarer types rely on more complex notions of parallelism and fluency, rather

than the presence of verbatim repeats.

A qualitative survey of the errors when changing domain shows that many are due to

the transcription and annotation protocols (as discussed by Howes, Hough, Purver, &

Table 5

Self-repair detection error analysis: (a) F-score for detecting the correct repair start word and reparandum

start word of repairs with different combined reparandum and interregnum lengths; (b) F-score for detecting

repair onset word of different types. Compared with off-the-shelf RNN disfluency tagger on the SWBD held-

out data.

(a)

Reparandum + Interregnum

Length (support) RNN STIR (�POS) STIR (+POS)

1 (1,254) .756 .852 .874

2 (531) .590 .730 .782

3 (227) .397 .600 .688

4 (106) .286 .533 .559

5 (50) .098 .370 .430

6 (25) .000 .308 .500

7 (11) .000 .000 .154

8 (6) .000 .250 .286

(b)

Repair Type (support) RNN STIR (�POS) STIR(+POS)

Repetition (1,022) .923 .970 .969

Substitution (1,061) .536 .708 .759

Delete (132) .366 .453 .407
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McCabe, 2014), not merely poor system performance. As shown in examples (25)–(27)27

from the PCC, false positives occur when STIR tags embedded repairs as multiple

instances, but the annotator views this as part of one longer repair (25). False negatives

include confusion between editing phrases and repairs (26), a distinction in SWBD but

not in Healey et al. (2005)’s annotation protocol; and missing repairs entirely (27), as

utterance-initial deletions are not marked in SWBD but treated as separate utterances.

(25)28 (a) D: . . . and if you tell me that that[RPSTART] that the depressions kicks in . . .
(b) D: . . . and if you tell me that that[rpstart] that[rpstart] the depressions kicks in . . .

(26)29 (a) D: and so I[RPSTART] mean otherwise I’m not too concerned about your mental health. . .
(b) D: and so I[ed] mean[ed] otherwise I’m not too concerned about your mental health. . .

(27)30 (a) P: I don’t I’m[RPSTART] not like hearing voices. . .
(b) P: I don’t I’m not like hearing voices. . .

6. Discussion and conclusions

Our experiments show that detection of both self-repair and other-repair initiation is

possible with reasonable accuracy. For the self-repair case, by-utterance F-scores can

reach 85% when trained on in-domain data, and up to 62% even when transferring the

model to other (here, face-to-face clinical) data. For the much sparser other-repair case,

F-scores can reach 60%, but depend on the nature of the data; while robust to sparsity

itself in Switchboard where NTRIs are particularly sparse (0.2% of turns), some domains

cause bigger drops, although in the sparse clinical data F-scores still reach 46%. These

results are encouraging as they use general models which exploit features of repair-indi-

cating vocabulary and parallelism, hence giving robustness across datasets and being

applicable to the general case of third-party dialogue analysis.

Examination of the effect of features suggests that the key to good performance is cap-

turing parallelism, reflecting the nature of repair as a resource for querying and reformu-

lating material. However, this seems hard to achieve using general models of word

meaning (as in our other-repair classifier): using general lexical matching and suitably

trained information-theoretic models of word distributions, as STIR does for self-repair,

seems more successful, and more robust across domains and phenomena than more

directly lexically driven approaches (here, the comparison RNN). A possible direction for

future research would be to investigate whether similar methods could help with the chal-

lenging cases of implicit parallelism seen with other-repair.

The effect of changing domains and genres suggests that some domains show different

repair phenomena and mechanisms. Inspection of the task-driven Map Task data shows

that the challenging other-repair types are more common (e.g., offering elaboration and

reformulation), as is long-range clarification, where participants check their understanding

of whole sequences of instructions (rare in the other datasets). Many of the domain-

related effects, though, are associated with differences in transcription and annotation
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standards, as discussed above for self-repair. This is also a factor with other-repair data;

for example, the Map Task annotations tag some forms of NTRI question as belonging

instead to an “other question” category (28).

(28)31 G: until you you get over the top of the slate mountain

F: over the top of the
G: slate mountain

F: don’t have a slate mountain

However, in many cases these differences in annotation approach stem from genuine

ambiguity or multifunctionality. We have seen cases of self-repair where alternate analyses

are possible (25)–(27), cases of other-repair which perform repair initiation simultaneously

with offering possible repair (23)–(24), and many forms (e.g., repeated fragments) can also

perform acknowledgment or answer questions. Recognizing and handling this ambiguity is

of course crucial for dialogue systems, although resolving it is not always possible or desir-

able—hence the success of probabilistic models which maintain uncertainty (Young et al.,

2013)—and this suggests that repair identification should be approached and evaluated in a

probabilistic fashion, not a categorical one. This also points to the limitations of using tran-

scripts as our source material. For human annotators, one of the signals of an NTRI is

whether the following turn contains a position 3 other initiated self repair—that is, whether

the other dialogue participant has interpreted the preceding turn as requesting repair; our

incremental approach means we cannot benefit from this information. Of course, partici-

pants in dialogue must decide whether to treat a turn as initiating repair as and when they

encounter it—so this cannot be how humans identify these while engaged in dialogue.

Evidence suggests that in real dialogue, feedback (positive or negative) is cued by or accom-

panied by gaze (Hjalmarsson & Oertel, 2012), intonation (Gravano & Hirschberg, 2009), or

gesture (Healey et al., 2013; Healey, Plant, Howes, & Lavelle, 2015), suggesting that we

may improve our performance if we include these features.

Despite these limitations, these models go a long way toward fulfilling our desiderata:

They operate incrementally (utterance-by-utterance for P2NTRIs, word-by-word for

P1SISRs) and monotonically (STIR leaves reparandum material available for later process-

ing); they use general measures of parallelism with context; and they are relatively robust to

the sparsity of NTRIs and rarer and longer self-repairs. Such models therefore have poten-

tial not only to help make human-computer dialogue systems more human-like, via more

robust, incremental self-repair and other-repair detection, but also to improve our ability to

analyze and evaluate the quality of communication in settings like clinical psychiatry.
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1. Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks (1977), example (17).

2. Schegloff et al. (1977), example (22).

3. BNC file KPE, sentences 326–331.
4. BNC file KPL, sentences 347–349.
5. Original data from prototype testing, CHAT project (Weng et al., 2007).

6. BNC file KPP, sentences 352–354.
7. BNC file KST, sentences 455–457.
8. BNC file KP4, sentences 521–524.
9. BNC file KPK, sentences 580–582.
10. Doctor-patient interaction data (McCabe et al., 2013).

11. Doctor-patient interaction data (McCabe et al., 2013).

12. Original data from prototype Wizard-of-Oz testing, CHAT project (Weng et al.,

2007).

13. BNC file KPY, sentences 1005–1008.
14. From Clark (1996, p. 266).

15. From Hough and Purver (2012).

16. Let’s Go! system examples (Stoyanchev & Stent, 2012).

17. From (Stoyanchev et al., 2014); [XXX] represents a missing or unrecognized

word.

18. BNC file KN3, sentences 299–301.
19. BNC file KM8, sentences 599–601.
20. BNC file KNC, sentences 1075–1080.
21. BNC file KND, sentences 567–573.
22. BNC file KM8, sentences 534–536.
23. BNC file KM8, sentences 741–744; ellipsis . . . added to show putative “an-

tecedent.”

24. Available from http://bitbucket.org/julianhough/stir.
25. Below, measures from the word LM are indicated by the superscript lex and the

POS LM by pos. When referring to the same measure from both LMs, these are

suppressed.
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26. Code available from htts://github.com/dsg-bielefeld/deep_disf
luency.

27. Hand annotation tags are shown in (a) in each case with STIR’s annotations

shown in (b).

28. Howes et al. (2014), example (10).

29. Howes et al. (2014), example (11).

30. Howes et al. (2014), example (12).

31. Map Task corpus, dialogue q1ec2, utterances 59–62.
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Appendix A. Materials for replication

The PCC corpus is confidential due to its sensitive nature; all other data and experi-
ment processing scripts are publicly available. The scripts for the other-repair experiments
can be accessed via the Open Science Framework at http://osf.io/w4dmz; scripts
and pre-processed data for the self-repair experiments can be accessed via the git reposi-
tory http://bitbucket.org/julianhough/stir. The original datasets can be
obtained as follows:

• SWBD: The original corpus is available from http://www.stanford.edu/
jurafsky/swb1_dialogact_annot.tar.gz; we also used the associated

Python package available at http://compprag.christopherpotts.net/
swda.html.

• BNC: The original corpus is available from http://purl.ox.ac.uk/ota/
2554. The BNC-PGH and BNC-CH annotations are included with our experiment

scripts on the OSF.

• MAPTASK: The original corpus is available from http://groups.inf.e
d.ac.uk/maptask/; we used the V2.1 NXT format annotations.

Supporting Information

Additional Supporting Information may be found

online in the supporting information tab for this article:

Appendix S1: Experimental details.
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